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Continuous

flow of grace

The beauty of
Grace is that
once one learns
its ways, it flows
without cease.
The continuous
flow of grace is
meant to move
us from one
level to the next.
Man operating
in grace is
ordained to
flourish like the
palm tree...
never ending
grace.

Continuous flow of grace
Last week, we identified the killers of Grace (click here to
view article) as a lack of self awareness and an incorrect
view of labor/delayed
gratification.

The beauty of Grace is that once one learns its
ways, it flows without cease.

The continuous flow of grace is meant to move us from
one level to the next. Man operating in grace is ordained to
flourish like the palm tree... never ending grace. We would
focus on the evidences of grace on a man in the coming
weeks , but now let’s highlight some ways to sustain the
continuous flow of grace.
The most obvious way to generate
the continuous flow of grace is to
abide in its atmosphere...
the presence of the Lord.
He that dwells in the secret place of
the most High shall abide
under the shadow of the Almighty.
Psalm 91:1 KJV

Trust ( rely on and have confidence)
in the Lord and do good; Dwell in the
Land and feed ( securely) on His
faithfulness. Delight yourself in the
Lord, and He will give you the desires
and petitions of your heart.
Psalm 37:3 -4 AMP
The steps of a (good and righteous)
man are directed and established by
the Lord, and He delights in his way
(and blesses his path). When he falls,
he will not be hurled down, because
the Lord is the one who holds his hand
and sustains him. I have young and
now I am old, yet I have not seen the
righteous ( those in right standing
with God) abandoned or his descendants pleading for bread.
Psalm 37: 23-25 AMP

Let’s recount quickly how we get into
God’s presence in the first place.
We are not born into it as we are all
unfortunately born into sin by virtue of being human.
However; Life is lived by choice, we all must make the
choice to come into God’s presence by starting a
relationship with Him. The nature of relationships
requires a commitment and continuity. In the same
way, a clear commitment to engage with God faithfully
throughout our lives keeps us in His presence and under
the continuous flow of grace.

Let me caution here, that as opposed to human
relationships, God cannot be deceived nor used...the
Bible calls it mockery. The relationship with God
demands absolute transparency and loyalty and
consistently too!!

While the God of Grace
demands holiness and
transparency, He is not
unaware of human frailty
which means that against
all our best intentions and
efforts, we sometimes fail.
God tests the heart: the
intention and the effort to
do right and the
willingness and

promptness in confessing
our wrong when we do
fail, becomes the
parameter with which He
judges man!! Where this
is in place, the continuous
flow of grace is unbroken.
Disobedience and
stubbornness to these
principles are
unacceptable to Him.

In conclusion, it must be obvious now
that sustaining the continuous flow of

Grace

requires discipline.

Does any good thing comes without
diligence and focus? With Grace, the
burden man bears is willingness, the
ability to soar is given and supplied by
God. The continuous flow of grace is
the only guarantee of sustainable success with no negatives attached.

